
Class Agenda
• What did you learn over spring break?

• Establish Ontology

• Alien Dictionary Workshop

• Homework



What did you 
learn during 
spring break?



What is the 
final name of 
your thesis?



Contracts for 
advisors?! 

(i.e. Oh F*ck you need a w9 from them)



Establish 
Ontology



Ontology
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This is a fish.



Lexicography vs Ontology

• Lexicography is the practice of compiling 
dictionaries. Lexicographers collect different 
meanings for words
• Ontology represents the meaning of terms 

and concepts within a domain or context
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Meaning is subjective
Meaning is socio political
Meaning is psychographic

Meaning gets lost in translation
Meaning is not talked about enough
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...meaning gets 
further complicated at the 
intersection of humans & 

technology. 
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Good user experience is built on 
a foundation of shared meaning



5 Lessons in 

Ontology
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Pay attention 
to Taxonomic 

Approach
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Lesson #1



There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything
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There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything
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1. Location: Rome is a city in Italy
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There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything

13

1. Location: Rome is a city in Italy
2. Alphabetical: Rome starts with “R”
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There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything
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1. Location: Rome is a city in Italy
2. Alphabetical: Rome starts with “R”
3. Time: Rome started  in 753 BC
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There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything

13

1. Location: Rome is a city in Italy
2. Alphabetical: Rome starts with “R”
3. Time: Rome started  in 753 BC
4. Category: Rome is a Romantic city
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There are only 5 ways to 
organize anything

13

1. Location: Rome is a city in Italy
2. Alphabetical: Rome starts with “R”
3. Time: Rome started  in 753 BC
4. Category: Rome is a Romantic city
5. Hierarchy: Rome is within Italy, which 

is within Europe, which is within the 
Eastern and Northern Hemisphere
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20 ways to organize a box of vegetables

1.! By cost at the grocery in the USA (Location)
2.! By cost at the grocery in the UK (Location)
3.! By countries it is eaten in (Location)
4.! By first letter scientific names (Alphabetical)
5.! By first letter popular names (Alphabetical)
6.! By first letter cultural names (Alphabetical)
7.! By seasonality of harvest (Time)
8.! By length of season (Time)
9.! By cooking time (Time)
10.!By popularity today (Time)
11.!By popularity 100 years ago (Time)
12.!By color (Category)
13.!By taste (Category)
14.!By texture (Category)
15.!By size (Category)
16.!By growing difficulty (Hierarchy)
17.!By climate (Hierarchy)
18.!By type (Hierarchy)
19.!By soil type (Hierarchy)
20.!By best storing technique (Hierarchy)



Taxonomy is Rhetoric
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The way you choose to organize 
your vegetables says something 
about what kind of store you are
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“It takes knowledge to know that a 
tomato is a fruit, and wisdom not 
to put it in a fruit salad.” 
– Miles Kington



Mental 
Models
Matter

A mental model is an explanation 
for the way someone makes sense 
of something. 

These models of perception shape 
our behavior and how we relate to 
information that we encounter.
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Avoid Poly-hierarchical 

overload
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Lesson #2



The more tomato-like objects, 
the less effective the taxonomy
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Instances of Polyhierarchy
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“If everything is a 
vegetable, nothing 
is a vegetable.” 

Less

More

More
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Cultural 
meaning  
matters

Lesson #3
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Which is a 
wedding?

Which is a 
funeral?
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23



24
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In America, when 
we say flapjack, 
we mean this....
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One word, many meanings



Reading Level 
Matters
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• Words per sentence
• Average grade level of words
• Characters per word
• Use of organizational devices

Lesson #4
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28

Really?
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30



31



32
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Consumer

Member

Customer

User

      

Watch out for 
Accidental Synonyms

Lesson #5



Customers?
Consumers?
Users?



Customers?
Consumers?
Users?
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.net .COM

ConsumerRetailer

User

      

Customer
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.net .COM

ConsumerRetailer

User

      

Customer

Accidental synonym alert!
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.net .COM

ConsumerRetailer

User

      Something 
had to 
change



Tools to 
Wrangle Meaning
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Card Sorting



Controlled Vocabularies

• A controlled vocabulary is a list of approved terms and definitions for a 
particular context and/or setting

• Frameworks like this can help teams to decide on things like:

• Variant Spellings (i.e. American vs. British)

• Scientific vs. Popular Term Use (i.e. Cockroaches vs. Periplaneta Americana)

• Acceptable Synonyms (i.e. Automobile vs. Car)
• Acceptable Acronyms (i.e. GE vs. General Electric)

• Business vs. User Terms (i.e. What we say in meetings vs. what we say to customers)

• Identification of homographs (i.e. the word “pool” can relate to “swimming pool” or “shooting”)
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Alien Dictionary
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Slice of 
Pizza

Piece of 
Pizza

fetta di 
Pizza

tranche de 
Pizza

Piede di
Pizza

Pied de
Pizza

Pizza 
Pie

Pizza

Synonym Rings
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h,p://6thfloor.blogs.ny;mes.com/2011/05/20/words-‐we-‐dont-‐say/

http://6thfloor.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/20/words-we-dont-say/
http://6thfloor.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/20/words-we-dont-say/


Know what you 
mean when you 

say what you say
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In class Challenge:

For homework you were asked to 
make a lexicon of terms you will 

use in relation to your thesis. 

During the break, print out your 
lexicon (or write one) 

We will be exchanging lexicons so 
someone else in class will help 
simplify the definitions in your 

lexicon by identifying other terms 
to define further



Homework
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Assignments
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Formal Writing Assignment (due next class)
Draft Introduction & Lenses section of the book for editing

Making Assignment (due next class)
Finalize your table of contents and discuss it with your editor

Housekeeping Assignment (due NEXT CLASS)

Confirm your thesis name for print materials via a google 
document that I will circulate after class.

Turn in a dossier from this class/this semester if you did not yet, 
as it was due today

Blogging Assignment (due by noon tomorrow)
Publish your final lexicon on your blog


